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Executive Summary
In this technological age, it is known fact that any nation or organization
seeking for the new way of efficiency, productivity as well as trans-national
social, economic and political collaborations, will turn on to the adoption of
ICTization.
The Government of Bhutan developed and implemented e-GOV masterplan,
ICT Roadpmap and Electronic Government Interoperability Framework (eGIF)
for the smooth technological transition. The Ministry of Economic Affairs, one
of the biggest and diverse ministries in the country, felt the need for the ICT
roadmap and standard framework for the 12th Five Year Plan.
Enterprise Architecture – ICT Roadmap framework establishes the agency
wide ICT masterplan to achieve Ministry’s objectives through ICTization and
technology transformation. It will also provide an opportunity to adopt the
standardization of ICT initiatives within agencies and compliance with National
Enterprise Architecture, Electronic Government Interoperability Framework
(eGIF).
The roadmap identifies prioritized ICT initiatives to be undertaken during
12FYP and focuses on three domains as follows:
1. Info-Related Projects
2. Infocomm technology (ICT) Infrastructure Projects
3. ICT Security Projects
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MoEA) is a multi-sectoral agency viz.
Trade and Industries sector, Energy Sector, Mining Sector, Intellectual
Property sector and Consumer Protection sector. There are 9
departments, 6 Regional Trade and Industry Offices (RTIO) and 7
Mining Regional Offices under the ministry. Therefore, one of the
challenges is providing information that the different end users require.
The information are scattered within the Ministry’s departments and
offices, and most are not available in properly manageable form. And
there are many independent and disconnected information
management systems or electronic services developed by different
offices in isolation, thus aggravating the challenges of standardization
and resources optimization.
There are around 100 services provided from the ministry. They are
either of Government-To-Government (G2G), Government-ToBusiness (G2B) or Government-To-Citizen (G2C) nature. To facilitate
in the agencies’ business, the different offices had embarked on the
service automation in discrete, disconnected and independently. Thus,
poses challenges in service standards and data sharing.
The main objective of this initiative is to enhance the business
operations of MoEA through the development of Enterprise
Architecture for the Ministry, that would guide the development and
implementation of ICT systems and technologies and enhance the
business productivity so that the agencies will be able to achieve
effective, efficient and faster delivery of services at lower cost and
reduce duplication. The EA should provide as a masterplan on the ICT
initiatives for the ministry.
1.2. Purpose
The purpose of this document, Enterprise Architecture (EA), is to
provide a holistic ICT roadmap for the ministry to deliver effective,
automated and integrated services of the highest standards and
quality. It also defines a set of EA services and applications for the
smooth implementation by the respective agencies.
This framework is the first version for the ministry and provides the
opportunity to learn from the experiences, and improve continuously.
1.3. Intended Audience
The primary users for this document is the Ministry of Economic Affairs’
employees involved in the development of Enterprise Architecture and
the roadmaps. Those who involved in planning, approving, executing
and overseeing ministry’s programmes, and their stakeholders will also
be another group of users for this document.
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2. Objective and Benefits
The objective of this EA is to optimize and transform processes,
information or any application systems and technologies, which are often
fragmented, into an efficient and integrated environment to support the
effective execution of ministry’s strategy. There are many benefits for the
implementation and usage of Enterprise Architecture in the ministry. The
following are some of the key benefits:
2.1. Bridge the gap between business strategy and implementation
Provides architectural solutions to achieve business outcomes and
helps in undertaking projects within the context of the target
architecture and roadmap.
2.2. Improve alignment of IT with goals and objectives of the agency
Provides integrated view of the ministry linking goals and objectives,
facilitating business capabilities, processes, information, application n
and their components, and technologies.
2.3. Service Delivery
Identifies opportunities to streamline business processes and transform
to enhance service delivery.
2.4. Interoperability and information sharing
Define standards and specifications for applications, data and
information sharing.
2.5. Functional Integration
Define correlated application systems within the agencies and with
their stakeholders to provide faster design of new systems and
extensions to the existing systems.

3. MoEA Enterprise Architecture
The National Enterprise Architecture (eGIF) is the overarching architecture
and must be referred for the whole of government perspectives. Some of
the benefits of e-GIF are as follows:
1. It will improve collaboration across Agencies within the RGoB and
encourage the adoption of Whole of Government IT projects;
2. It will facilitate Interoperability between RGoB systems;
3. It will reduce duplication of effort and resources, saving cost for
RGoB;
4. It will help identify common data and systems to be shared within
the RGoB;
5. It will help identify new opportunities for ICT development and align
the ICT initiatives of every agency towards common national goals;
6. It will facilitate decision making with respect to ICT’s role in
development.
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7. Overall, it will further improve public service delivery through
effective use of ICT.
For more details, visit http://egif.moic.gov.bt/egif
The overview of the framework is as follows:

4. Principles
The basis of architecture projects should be the principles that guide the
actual analysis and design works. These principles are categories into 4
major components as follows:
4.1. Business Principles
Business drives the Information Technology initiatives to serve their
customers, defining an appropriate boundaries for its environment. This
principle ensures that IT environment changes in response to the
needs of the businesses, rather than in reverse flow because changing
technology provides an opportunity to enhance the business processes
and business requirements.
4.2. Data Principles
Data are one of the principal asset of the government organizations.
They were created, classified, manipulated, stored and destroyed
which are the stages of Data Life Cycle. This principle ensures that the
data are managed properly, shared with the intended users, classified
and characterized, retention, and destroyed properly.
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4.3. Application Principles
Application principles are the primary building blocks that binds the
ideas together, giving overall framework of the architecture. This
principles are based on the following:
• Fit for purpose: Application shall be fit for the purpose it will be
used.
• User friendliness: Application shall be easy to use
• Interoperability: Application shall work together with other
applications
• Performance: Application shall meet performance requirements
• Manageability: Application shall be easy to operate
• Maintainability: Application shall be easy to change to suit
change requirements
• Security: Application shall be secure
4.4. Technology Principles
Technology provides underlying platform for the successful
implementation of integrated, automated, and effective and efficient
services. This principles guide the usage and deployment of all IT
resources, and forms the basis for future IT decisions.
Refer National Enterprise Architecture (e-GIF) for the detailed lists of the
principles.

5. Method
For the successful implementation, it is crucial for the Enterprise
Architecture (EA) methods to be part of the overall planning method of the
agency as stated in Collaborative Planning Methodology (CPM), described
in the Common Approach of Federal Enterprise Architecture. There are
two components in CPM as shown below:

Picture source: Google
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6. Reference Models
The EA defines and documents the baseline and target architectures as
integrated views of the overall enterprise supporting the implementation of
agencies’ business strategy and realization of their strategic goals.
There are five common models as shown in a diagram below:

6.1. Business Reference Model - BRM
The Business Reference Model (BRM) describes the type of business
functions and services in the ministry.
There are 9 Departments, providing around 100 services from different
offices. By describing business functions rather than by organization
view, BRM promotes cross-agency collaboration, thus providing an
opportunity for resource optimization and new business capabilities
that help to achieve strategic objectives of the agency.
For the National BRM, refer http://egif.moic.gov.bt/egif/admin/brm
6.2. Data Reference Model - DRM
The Data Reference Model (DRM) is to promote the common data
identification and usage, and sharing of data and information across
the agencies.
The reference model describes data through the use of data dictionary,
conceptual data modeling and standardized naming convention to
provide consistent documentation. For more details, visit National
Enterprise Architecture (e-GIF): http://egif.moic.gov.bt/egif/public/drm
Department of Information Technology and Telecom (DITT) under
Ministry of Information and Communication (MoIC) has initiated the
development of the National Data Exchange Platform for the efficient
data sharing among the government agencies. The agencies within the
ministry should ensure the use of this platform for data sharing and
minimize duplicated efforts and resources.
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6.3. Application Reference Model - ARM
The Application Reference Model (ARM) provides the categorization of
applications and their components. Mapping the current and planned
Information Systems to the ARM categories, the gaps and
redundancies will be evident, thus providing an opportunity to identify
the possibilities of sharing, reuse, and consolidation.
ARM is divided into two major categories: Application System and
Application Component as per the National Enterprise Architecture (eGIF). For more information, visit: http://egif.moic.gov.bt/egif/public/arm
6.4. Infrastructure Reference Model - IRM
The Infrastructure Reference Model (IRM) defines and categories the
network standards and technologies to provide platform for the delivery
of communication and data. It also provides ministry’s infrastructure
portfolios like standard computer configurations and standardization of
technologies.
For more information, visit: http://egif.moic.gov.bt/egif/public/trm
6.5. Security Reference Model - SRM
The Security Reference Model (SRM) provides a roadmap for the
integration of IT security in the Ministry’s strategies and plans. It is
necessary for the Ministry to implement the security for the information,
data and information systems.
The Bhutan Computer Incidence and Response Team (BTCIRT) have
been established under DITT, MoEA to provide security advisories to
the government agencies. Therefore, the agencies need to strictly
comply with the policies and guidance provided by the BTCIRT on the
security ground.

7. Roadmap and Views
7.1. The Current Views
The agencies under Ministry of Economic Affairs had initiated
independent and isolated approach for the development of ICT
technologies. Though the National Enterprise Architecture (e-GIF) and
the e-GOV masterplan provides overarching guidance, it is still not
being conceived well by these agencies. There are many initiatives
undertaken by DITT as a whole of government approaches, but still
there are agencies who are building their own ICT technologies in
different domains.
7.2. The Future Views
This document aspires to guide the ICT initiatives within the ministry to
achieve the following:
• Contribute to the National Enterprise Architecture (e-GIF) adoption.
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•
•
•

Reduce effort duplication at the national and agency level.
Provide integrated approach of ICT initiatives.
Provide interoperability.

7.3. Roadmap
The roadmap provides the transition plan from the current state to the
future state. The figure below shows the overview of the Current View,
Future View and the masterplan with interventions and transition
processes.

Picture source: google

The roadmap has been categorized into three domains as follows:
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7.3.1. Info-Related Projects
There are 8 application systems prioritized for the
implementation in first phase of this document. The figure below
shows the list of existing and the prioritized application systems,
and their overview interactions.

The As – Is and To – Be stage of the individual Info-related
projects are as follows:
i.
MoEA One-Stop Info Centre:
The One-Stop Info Center aims to digitize and create a
centralized information repository with controlled 24x7
access to serve all MoEA staffs and management. It
intends to present critical data as dashboards for
management and supervisory levels to manage ministry
functions and operations. It will be the master data source
for Business Data to share data and benefit all other
government agencies.
This One-Stop Info Center will provide required reports
through its dashboards to the management on a click of
mouse which will help in decision making and providing
efficient & effective delivery of services. It will also help in
the paperless initiatives saving time & resources for both
government and customers.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – A
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ii.

Mines Administration System:
The aim of this project is to automate and digitize the
manual record keeping of Mines information for the
Mining Sector. It will enhance the processes to capture
and store most of the related information, providing easier
access to data, information and reports. MAS is expected
to achieve the following objectives:
Objective 1: To provide efficient & effective delivery of
services.
Objective 2: To help paperless initiatives.
Objective 3: To streamline the processes, thus
contributing to the ease of doing business index.
Objective 4: To save time & resources (both govt. &
customer).
Objective 5: To eliminate Person - To - Person contact,
thus reducing the possibility of corruption.
Objective 6: contribute to national digitalization
endeavour.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – B

iii.

Registraion of Trademarks, IPs, Copyrights and
Patern eServices with ePayment:
The objective of the project is to enhance public service
delivery by reducing the cost and time incurred while
processing the application, making it more convenient for
the people availing these services. It also aims at
adopting the paperless initiative of the Royal Government
of Bhutan.
The Department of Intellectual Property, MoEA have four
e services namely:
• Registration of Trademarks
• Registration of Patents
• Registration of Copyrights
• Registration of Industrial Designs
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – C

iv.

Hard Currency Remittance eServices
This proposed project aims to create a public eService to
eliminate people to people contact that could lead to
corrupt practices. A new service and streamlined process
targets to cut down turnaround time and resources for the
applicant. By going paperless, it will also save
government's time and resources.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – D
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v.

Import License eServices
This project is primarily aimed to facilitate the traders to
import the goods effective and efficiently. The following
are some of the expective objectives of the project:
1. Ease of doing Business: The primary objective is to
reduce unwanted bureaucratic process while setting
up an enterprise establishment . The ease of doing
business can encourage entrepreneurs from both
within and outside the country to establish business
centers , and fully automated on line e services can
increase ease of doing business.
2. To provide efficient & effective delivery of
services: A fully functional and automated e-service
will drastically reduce turnaround time and get rid of
unnecessary procedures to avail the services. The
automated e services can be available 24*7 hours
online, whereby general citizen will have not be
restricted to office timing.
3. To help paperless initiatives: Going online will be
definitely environment friendly because it will obvious
reduce use of paper.
4. To save time & resources (both govt. & customer):
Automated e service will reduce time for
documentation and repetitive travel.
5. To eliminate People – To - People contact
(corruption): The people to people contact occurs
when the services routes through various levels of
officials in traditional service delivery system.
However, once e service gets established the face to
face contact will be negligible and it will curtail
unwarranted practices to avail service much more
quicker.
6. Streamline the process: The e service will have
defined roles for concern officials to give services and
it can track where the services are currently before it
is delivered.
7. Contribute to digitalization: The e service will
definitely run through internet which means it will be
functional on digital space.
8. Discourage walk in client: e Service will definitely
discourage walk in to office by clients because the
service are delivered online right to their doorsteps.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – E
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vi.

Portals
The purpose of information portal is to provide entire
information pertaining to the particular specific sector. It
will also be a window to disseminate important
information and guide the public in availing services from
the agencies.
There are six portals identified and prioritized under this
initiatives. They are as follows:
1. DCSI Portal
2. DFI Portal
3. DoI Portal
4. Trade Portal
5. Industrial Park Portal
6. Geo-Science Portal
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – F

vii.

Integrated Business eServices
The objective of this project is to provide integrated
services to ease and enhance public service delivery to
the business community, by upgrading the current 34
G2B eServices and integrating with the related services
within the agencies and with some of the critical
stakeholders. Therefore, it will contribute to the Ease of
Doing Business in the country.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – G

viii.

Industrial Park eServices
There are 6 Industrial parks around the country which are
developed and managed by the Industrial Infrastructure
Development Division under Department of Industry. The
division is responsible for developing the infrastructure
and allotting the vacant plots for starting a business.
Currently, the processes for this allotment is being done
manually which consumes a lot of resources, time and
money.
With the Industrial Park eService in place, Ease of doing
Business is supposed to improve and will be able to
provide efficient & effective delivery of services. It will
also help the government in its paperless initiatives which
will save a lot time & resources for both the government
and the potentials business people. The system will
discourage the walk-in clients and avoid people to people
contact reducing the chances of corruption. It is also
expected to contribute to the digitization of services.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – H
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7.3.2. Infocomm Technology (ICT Infra Projects)
The Infrastructure project plays a vital role in any EA
development. Likewise, for MoEA to achieve its EA
development , the infrastructure project is indispensable
component.
The objectives of this project are:
• To connect all the offices to GovNet connection.
• To provide secure, reliable and fast accessibility to the
system.
• To provide inter-connected services.
• To optimize the Government resources, by leveraging the
existing and planned whole of Government initiatives by
DITT, MoIC.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – I
7.3.3. ICT Security Projects
Protecting information confidentiality is a critical security
objective for every organization. Starting with a good
understanding of the business, an organization must weave IT
security and IT risk management into the executive levels of
business planning. IT security objectives must be defined for the
organization as a whole and fall within the following categories:
integrity, availability, confidentiality, use control and
accountability.
The objectives provide the criteria used to determine whether
the architecture is appropriate for the given task. The focus of
SRM should be on people, processes and technology, including
benchmarking IT security, strategy and cost models.
The objective of the Security Risk Management are to;
1. Develop a common understanding of risk across multiple
functions and business units so we can manage risk costeffectively on an enterprise-wide basis.
2. Achieve a better understanding of risk for competitive
advantage.
3. Build and improve capabilities to respond effectively to low
probability, critical and catastrophic risks.
4. Achieve cost savings through better management of internal
resources.
The detailed project report is in the Annexure – J
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8. Governance
The Governance identifies the planning, decision-making, and oversight
processes. The EA governance for the ministry is as follows:

These elements ensure that agency EA programs are complete and can
be effective in developing solutions that support planning and decisionmaking.
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9. Stakeholders
Name

Contact Details

Role

Clients
Tashi Wangdi, Department tashiwangdi@moea.gov.bt
of Industry
Sonam Lhamo, Department slhamo@moea.gov.bt
of Industry
Tashi Dorji, Department of tdorji@moea.gov.bt
Industry
Sonam Yangdon,
syangdon@moea.gov.bt
Department of Cottage and
Small Industry
Karma Yangka, Department kyangka@moea.gov.bt
of Cottage and Small
Industry
Muna Mukhia
mmukhia@moea.gov.bt
Thinley Palden, Department tpalden@moea.gov.bt
of Cottage and Small
Industries
Thupten Gayleg,
tgayleg@moea.gov.bt
Department of Geology and
Mines
Lalit Kumar Chhetri,
lkchhetri@moea.gov.bt
Department of Geology and
Mines
Sonam Gyaltshen,
sgyaltshen@moea.gov.bt
Department of Trade
Penday Dorji, Department pdorji@moea.gov.bt
of Trade
Tshering Nidup, Department tnidup@moea.gov.bt
of Trade
Jasu Thapa, Department of jthapa@moea.gov.bt
Intellectual Property
Karma Zangmo,
kzangmo@moea.gov.bt
Department of Intellectual
Property
Tshering Samdrup,
tsamdrup@moea.gov.bt
Department of Intellectual
Property
Dechen Chhoeden,
dechenchoden@moea.gov.
Department of Industry
bt
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Project Team Members
Sonam Chedup
Dendup Tshering
Trashi Younten
Tshering Choden
Choki Nima
Sonam Tshering
Dema Bidha
Quek Cheng Huat

10.

schedup@moea.gov.bt
dendupt@moea.gov.bt
tyonten@moea.gov.bt
tchoden@moea.gov.bt
cnima@moea.gov.bt
sonamt@moea.gov.bt
dbidha@moea.gov.bt
dquekch@gmail.com

Chief Enterprise Architect
Enterprise Architect
Enterprise Architect
Business Architect
System Architect
Business Analyst
Data & Security Analyst
Advisor

Referenced Documents

Name/ Description
TOGAF 9
Enterprise Architecture and Governance
Final Report
eGIF (Electronic Government
Interoperability Framework)
Practical Guide to Federal Enterprise
Architecture
Federal Enterprise Architecture V2
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11.

Annexure Lists

Sl. No

Annexure Name

Description

1

Annexure - A

One Stop Info. Centre

2

Annexure - B

Mines Administration System

3

Annexure - C

Registration of Trademarks, Patents,
Industrial Design and Copyright eServices

4

Annexure - D

Hard Currency Remittance

5

Annexure - E

Import License eServies

6

Annexure - F

Portals for DSCI, DoT (Trade Portal),
DoI, FDI, Industrial Parks and
Geoscience (DGM).

7

Annexure - G

Integrated Business eServices

8

Annexure - H

Industrial Park eServices

9

Annexure - I

Infocomm Technology (ICT Infra
Project)

10

Annexure - J

ICT Security Project
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